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Onboard Passenger Facilities can be defined as meeting the highest standards of luxury while onboard 

any given aircraft such as seat back facilities, meals and more.  According to Business Dictionary (2017) 

Levels of Service is the "Amount and kind of service that, on one hand, is appropriate to the needs and 

desires of the customers the firm wishes to attract and, on the other, is not high enough to cut deep into 

the profits". 

 

P1: Describe onboard facilities provided for passengers by 

different types of airlines. 
The different types of airlines are Low-Cost Schedule, Charter and  Full-Service Scheduled. These 

airlines provides different types of onboard facilities for passengers such as: 

  Different standard cabins  

 Facilities for children  

 Facilities for passengers with specific requirements, including communication assistance 

  Seatback facilities, e.g. Electronic 

  Information, e.g. Route, destination 

  Immigration documentation 

  Medical facilities and assistance, e.g. Oxygen, first-aid kits  

 Amenities, e.g. Blanket..... 

 

Low Cost Schedule Different standard cabins 

Virgin Atlantic have two cabins, these are economy and premium economy. Virgin Atlantic 

economy seats are not allocated. These 31 inches seats are designed to be very comfortable. 

They also offers an extra three inches of space which will make a passenger trip more luxurious. 

The Extra three inches legroon seats cost £40/55 prior to booking. The Extra three inches can be 

very useful for passenger travelling with small children, giving them a bit of wiggle room. Virgin 

Atlantic exit seats also offer an additional legroom as there is no seat directly in front of them 

compared to their standard seating. However passenger can pay£50/70 for an exit row seat for 

only one way prior to booking. Virgin Atlantic Premium Economy seating is "one of the biggest in its 

class, relax in a leather seat." This seat is 21 inches (over 53cm) wide with a foot and headrest and a seat 

pitch 38inches.. Premium Economy passenger are also treated with a glass of wine before take off 

(Virginatlantic.com, 2017). There is onboard Wifi, meals are served  with complimentary drinks if 

passenger decides to dine. With the premium economy passenger there's a wander wall pick up treats. 

Virgin Atlantic also offers inseat power to keep gadgets going throughout the  flight whether Economy 

or Premium Economy cabin (Virgin Atlantic Premium Economy, 2015). 

 

Facilities for children 

Virgin Atlantic is loaded with everything kids love. Onboard Virgin Atlantic "Boredom is 

banned". A wide range of children films and TV shows are offered onboard. Prior to boarding 

the senior cabin crew member will facilitate a KiD backpack packed with goodies and treats to 

keep children occupied. Kids meals are also offered onboard to facilities children and 

unaccompanied minors. Baby meals (children under 12 months) are pureed or bottle food (no 

solid). Children 12 months to 12 years old meals are nutritious and nut friendly. Travellers can 

order kids meal as soon as the ticket is booked (Virginatlantic.com, 2017). Economy passenger 



can take along own car seat onboard all international and domestic flights as long as a set is 

booked for it. The car seat should also display either of  EU approved labeling, Australia/New 

Zealand approved labeling, FAA approved labeling or Canadian approved labeling. However, 

Virgin Atlantic provides car seat for premium economy. Flying with a baby on Virgin Atlantic 

won't be  stressful, their baby-friendly cabin crew will be happy to help throughout the flight. 

Designed in-flight cots are provided onboard, cabin crew  warm the baby milk, also the toilets  

onboard have changing facilities to help along the way (Virginatlantic.com, 2017). 

 
Facilities for passengers with specific requirements, including communication assistance 

Virgin Atlantic ensures that passengers are comfortable as possible while onboard, therefore they 

offer special seating for disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility. Seat with a 

moveable aisle armrest can be found on every seat in the Economy cabin that is not at bulkhead 

or exit door, also all seats in Premium Economy and Upper Class have fixed armrests. Moreover 

The cabin crew will also be happy to assist passenger with disability to and from the toilet door. 

Virgin Atlantic offers onboard Burnett Body Support for adults which supports spinal and 

posture control, travel chair for children, The Child Aviation Restraint System (CARES) this 

harness fits around the back of the seat that  attaches to the aircraft seatbelt to provide restraint 

for the upper part of a child's body. This is suitable for children weather disable or able bodied. 

The Crelling Harness is a supportive chest or waistband with shoulder straps that keeps the 

passenger upright. This also helps prevent involuntary movements. In order to get those support 

customer will have to call the Special Assistance team a call prior to booking their ticket 

(Virginatlantic.com, 2017). 
 

  Seatback facilities, e.g. Electronic 

On each seat back of Virgin Atlantic there's a personal seat back television called VERA that is  

loaded with the latest movies, games and aware winning entertainment to choose from.  
 

  Information, e.g. Route, destination 

Virgin Atlantic is a Low Cost Carrier that offers "a global network to over 350 destinations 

worldwide  (Cargo.virgin-atlantic.com, 2017). Their route network ranges from short-haul 

scheduled international services,  a small number of long-haul services,  also a significant number of 

charter and domestic services (Hutchinson MSc., BSc., 2016).  
 

  Immigration documentation 

A valid passport, visa and health requirements are all immigration documents that passengers 
have when travelling. (Virgin Atlantic, n.d.). 
 

 Medical facilities and assistance, e.g. Oxygen, first-aid kits  

Virgin Atlantic cabin crew is certified in first aid training, the aircraft is equipped with the 

following medical facilities: 

 Emergency medical kits 

 Automated External Defibrillators (AED) 

 An onboard wheelchair 

 Routine first aid equipment. 

However  the aircraft have been fitted with a diagnostic device called Tempus. The  senior crew 

member/s will measure the vital signs of an unwell passenger example: blood pressure and pulse 

rate. 



 

 Amenities, e.g. Blanket..... 

The Economy amenity kit that Virgin Atlantic offers  has a redecorated eye mask featuring six 

different sunglasses designs. Passengers can wear the special version of Kanye West’s Shutter 

Shades or Rayban’s Wayfarers while they sleep. The Premium Economy kit, that is made from 

rPET colour is dark grey and has a sleek silver silk lining which contains a stylish purple socks, a 

purple eye mask, a designer toothbrush and paste, pen and earplugs. This kit can doubles up as a 

travel wallet once exiting the aircraft (Sheppard, 2012). 
  
Full Service  Schedule Different standard cabins 

There are three different cabins onboard  Qatar airways, these are First Class, Business Class and 

Economy Class. The First class cabin seats are ultra wide wrapped in a soft fabric with signature 

elements. There is also a central aisles divider that can either be raised or lowered. The seats can 

also be can be reclined automatically into a fully lie-flat bed with Frette linen and a duvet. 

Moreover the tables can be extended. The Electrical window shades are controlled from the seat 

A à la carte menu of customized dishes from internationally renowned chefs A caviar service is 

also available on board. 

Qatar Airways is the World’s Best Business Class. The 1-2-1 configuration ensures that every 

seat in the Business Class is an aisle seat. The fully lie-flat seats can also be  converted into a 

bed. In addition Meals and snacks à la carte menu is offered, also an overnight meal service is 

available for either late-evening or early breakfast options 

both cabins are very spacious and  allow passengers  to relax or work in comfort and  privacy. 

They can also relax with thousands of entertainment options. The onboard lounge facilities First 

and Business Class passengers for relaxation, from magazines to a range of food and signature 

beverages are provided at the lounge. 

In terms of space, comfort and a clever design come together to describe Qatar Airways 

Economy cabin. The perfectly slim built and elegant design of the seats provides more legroom, 

an exceptional  angle of recline, and contoured headrests. A great selection of meals and 

preferences are provided onboard Qatar Airways (Qatar Airways A380. It's all in the detail., 

n.d.). All  cabins onboard Qatar Airways is facilitated with in seat laptop power outlet, USB plug 

and personal telephone which enable passengers to send and receive SMS messages during their  

flight. on-board Wi-Fi and in-flight exercise. Shopping onboard is a must, In-Flight duty free 

magazine offers a wide range of fragrances, cosmetics, skincare, watches, jewellery, fashion 

accessories, toys, and Qatar Airways memorabilia (Anon, n.d.).  
 

Facilities for children  

A CRD is a special seat provided onboard by the airline to accommodate a child or infant. This 

special seat is fitted on the normal aircraft seat (What is a Child Restraint Device, n.d.). 

 

Children can enjoy one of the most spacious Economy Class seating arrangements in addition 

with this space a child will have the privilege to eat, sleep, stretch and play.  

 

While onboard Qatar Airways children will be entertained for hours with a colourful selection of 

games and toys.  

They will get to meet Mr. Potato Head and Elefun to keep their company throughout the flight . 

They will also  entertained with creative and educational kits that come with crayons, stickers, 

and an activity book filled with puzzles, fun facts, and colouring pages. Babies receive a sleepy-



time soft plush with Mr. Potato Head and a interactive eye mask, as well as a soft plush book. 

Moreover families travelling on overnight flights children will receive a glow-in-the-dark Clue 

Junior entertainment pack . This will keep restless youngsters busy once the lights are dimmed. 

 

 

The airline provide children’s meals with Pictureka or Monopoly designed lunch boxes  In 

addition, Qatar Airways offers a dedicated young travelers channel, filled with the latest movies, 

TV programmes and interactive games to keep your kids entertained throughout the flight. A 

Bassinet which includes diapers jar baby food a soft toy and a bottle is also provide for parents 

travelling with infants (Young travellers, n.d.). 

 

 

 Facilities for passengers with specific requirements, including communication assistance 

Qatar Airways aircraft is equipped with the following on-board facilities: 

 Seats with moveable/lifting armrests that facilitate seating for passengers with reduced 

mobility.. 

 Toilets/lavatories on our aircraft are equipped with hand rails. 

 The aircraft is also equipped with a special on-board wheelchair.  (Qatar Airways Support, 

n.d.). 

 

 Seatback facilities, e.g. Electronic 

"Oryx One’s innovative system features an intuitive touch screen on the seat back that  is filled 

with over 3,000 movies, games and music (Onboard Connectivity, n.d.).  

 

 Information, e.g. Route, destination 

Their route network ranges from long haul, point to point and hub and spoke scheduled major 

international services. (Hutchinson MSc., BSc., 2016).   
 

 Immigration documentation 

A valid passport, visa and health requirements are all immigration documents that passengers 
have when travelling. (Qatar airways, n.d.). 

 

Medical facilities and assistance, e.g. Oxygen, first-aid kits  

Qatar Airways provides stretcher, incubator, ventilator, first aid kit onboard but a formed must 

be filled and sent to MEDIF (Qatar Airways Medical Centre) before travel this is so because the 

cabin crew are trained only in FIRST AID and is not permitted to administer any injections or 

give medications (Medical Information Form, n.d.).  

 

Amenities, e.g. Blanket..... 

The First and Business class BRICS amenity kit is packed with a Ultra-comfortable cotton 

sleeper suit and slippers from The White Company,  this kits also feature designer products such 

as lip balm, hydrating facial mist and night recovery cream anti-ageing moisturizer cream that 

leaves you feeling refreshed. 

Economy Class seat comes with an amenity kit full of items that include an Institut Karité Paris 

lip balm, a Miradent dental kit, eye mask, socks and ear plugs (Anon, n.d.).  

.  



 

Charter 

Jet 2 is great for group, business and vacation trips, with this service passenger get the privilege 

to do their own itinerary and set their flight destination. Jet2 airlines fares are more expensive, 

Facilities offer onboard Jet2 are in-flight wifi and entertainment they offer a complimentary 

gourmet snacks, beverages, wine and spirits, no seat selection. (Globalexplorer.co.uk, 2010) A 

valid passport, visa and health requirements are all immigration documents that passengers 
have when travelling. Jet2 have over 60 destinations which include small amount of short haul 
and domestic route network.  (Jet2.com, n.d.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P2: Compare levels of onboard services provided by 

different types of airlines. 

There are different levels of services that are provided onboard a full cost Schedule airline a Low 

cost schedule airline and a chartered airline. In comparisons a full cost Schedule airline provides 

a high traditional level of service such as in-flight entertainments and amenities such as 

headphones, pillows, blankets and other new technology. They also offer long and short haul 

route network however they reduces their level of service on shorter flights for example 

economy class passengers will receive a small snack with complimentary drink while passengers 

from business class will continue to enjoy their complimentary menu. The different classes of 

travel are business, economy and first class. (Module 4 Airline Business Models, n.d.) in regards 

to the Low-cost carriers normally passengers have less comfort and the ticket cost is inexpensive. 

This service gives up a lot of privilege than that in full service scheduled to accommodate 

passenger with a cheaper flight. Low cost carries offers pre-booking option for additional 

services such as meals, and entertainment. Seats are not  allocated. (Globalexplorer.co.uk, 2010). 

Full cost schedule cannot compete on price due to poor fuel heading, and inefficient ticket 

distributions however this raises the bar for a low cost schedule airline regarding business 

travelers. For example "EasyJet have pursued business customers by introducing flexible 

ticketing and complimentary seat reservations.This will leave legacy airlines in a risky situation 

despite their location and size (Gulliver, 2013). A Chartered airline is great for holiday makers, 

group and business trips. Passenger gets the benefit to do their own itinerary and select their 

flight destination. Charter airlines fares are more expensive, they offer a complimentary gourmet 

snacks, beverages, wine and spirits, no seat selection. (Globalexplorer.co.uk, 2010) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

P3: Explain how onboard procedures and services are 

coordinated  

 
Stages of Flight Onboard procedures and 

services 
Coordination methods used 

 
 
 

Pre-departure 

Safety and security checks, 
boarding, closing and arming 

of doors, safety 
demonstration, securing of 

cabin, passenger 
announcements (pas) and 

disinsection 

Synchronization of procedures 

and services also Different 

communication methods, e.g. 

Between different cabins, 

verbal, non-verbal, using 

equipment & 

Teamwork (to maintain safety 

and service standards) 

 

 

   

 
 

In-flight 

Routine safety checks, food, 
beverage and tax-free service, 
clearing of cabin, maintaining 
passenger welfare, ancillary 

services 

Correct flow and order of 

procedures and services and  

Teamwork (to maintain safety 

and service standards) 

 

   
 

Prior to landing, 

 

meeting entrance requirements 

of specific countries, 

passenger announcements 

(pas) 

Synchronization of procedures 

and services and Verbal 
communication 

   

 
Disembarkation 

Disarming and opening of 
doors, procedures for all 

passengers and those with 
specific requirements, 

security checks 

Correct flow and order of 

procedures and services and 

Teamwork (to maintain safety 

and service standards) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D1: Discuss the consequences of poor coordination, 

including non-compliance with company and regulatory 

policies and procedures. 
 

 

  A review of aircraft accidents/incidents and cabin en route inspection reports indicates t he 

consequences of poor coordination with company and regulatory policies and procedures. There 

is a need for better communication between flight and cabin crewmembers. Communicating with 

Lower Lobe Galley Personnel. It was very difficult to hear the PA system announcements in the 

lower galley because of aerodynamic noise The cabin crew member working in the galley will 

not hear the pilot's warning of clear-air turbulence or warning of descent. Moreover, there have 

been reports of numerous failures of the intercom systems. At times cabin crew member in the 

galleys rely on the other cabin crew member to pass the warning. Air carriers should incorporate 

procedures to assure that all warnings are passed to and acknowledged persons in lower galleys. 

"Passenger noncompliance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) safety regulations may 

result in interference with a crewmember. A violation of 14 CFR part 121 may also be a criminal 

violation under Title 49 of the United States Code. Air carriers should have procedures in their 

manuals ensuring that crewmembers know what actions to take if  passengers doesn't comply 

with the safety regulations and/or interferes with a crewmember."  (Fsims.faa.gov, 2017) 
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EU approved labelling for car seat  Australia/New Zealand approved labelling 
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